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Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by ABN AMRO Bank N.V. (“ABN AMRO”) exclusively for the benefit and internal use of
you to serve for discussion purposes only. This presentation is incomplete without reference to, and should be viewed solely
in conjunction with, the oral briefing provided by ABN AMRO. This presentation is proprietary to ABN AMRO and may not be
disclosed to any third party or used for any other purpose without the prior written consent of ABN AMRO.
This presentation has not been independently verified. No representation or warranty express or implied, is or will be made in
relation to, and no responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by ABN AMRO (or any of its respective directors, officers,
employees, advisers, agents, representatives and consultants) as to or in relation to, the accuracy or completeness of this
document or any further written or oral information made available to you or your advisers. ABN AMRO expressly disclaims
any and all liability which may be based on such information, errors therein or omissions there from. In particular, no
representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy of any information (financial or otherwise) contained herein, or as to
the achievement or reasonableness of any forecasts, projections, management targets, prospectus or returns. In addition,
our analyses are not and do not purport to be appraisals of the assets, stock or business. Even when this presentation
contains a kind of appraisal, it should be considered preliminary, suitable only for the purpose described herein and not to be
disclosed or otherwise used without the prior written consent of ABN AMRO. The information in this presentation does not
take into account the effects of a possible transaction or transactions involving an actual or potential change of control, which
may have significant valuation and other effects.
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Profile and Strategy
ABN AMRO profile
A leading Dutch
bank

§ ABN AMRO is one of the ‘big three’ banks in the Netherlands with a strong position in retail, commercial
and merchant banking
§ Operating income mainly generated within the Netherlands from Dutch clients, predominantly in retail and
commercial banking
§ Largest Private Bank in the Netherlands as well as no. 3 position in the Eurozone
§ Complemented by international activities including Private Banking, Clearing and Energy Commodities &
Transportation (ECT)

Moderate risk profile § Strong capital position (core Tier 1 of 10.9%)
and strong capital
§ On track to comply with Basel III capital and liquidity requirements
position
§ Credit rating A+ (S&P) Aa3 (Moody’s)
§ Over 80% of customer assets4) are domestic with a high proportion of secured lending and an adequately
provisioned loan book
§ Dutch economy is stable with relatively low default rates also during the recent recession
§ Further scope for profitability improvements through delivery of integration cost synergies and customer
excellence program
Country of origin of
clients and
operating income
range

1)
2)
3)
4)

Main clients are Dutch based clients.
Services are offered in all time zones
Markets operating income excludes
Clearing

Operating Income,
EUR,
H1 2011 annualised

Netherlands

International

Retail (4 – 4.7bn)
Business Banking (1.1 – 1.8bn)

Private Banking (1.1 – 1.8bn)

Clients1)

Corporate
(0.5 – 1.1bn)
Markets1) 2) (0.5 – 1.1bn)
LC&MB1) 3) (>1.0bn)

ECT (> 0.5bn)
Clearing (< 0.5bn)

Large Corporates & Merchant Banking
excluding ECT
Relates to customer Loans and
Receivables only, excludes amongst
others Securities Financing
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Energy, Commodities & Transportation
ECT offers high quality
financial services to
international companies that
are active in the value chain of
the ECT industries

Key success factors
§ Global client network
§ Long track record
§ In-debt industry knowledge &
research
§ risk & portfolio management
§ Expertise in Escrow &
Settlement, Documentary
Credits and Credit & Collateral
Management
§ 340 professionals with long
term ECT industry expertise

Energy

Commodities

Transportation

Principal Finance

§ Oil & Gas
§ Floating production
systems
§ Drilling
§ Oilfield Services
§ Infrastructure

§ Agri: cotton, cocoa, coffee,
sugar, grains
§ Metals: steel, ores
and base metals
§ Energy: crude oil, oil
products, gas

§ Deep sea shipping
industry
§ Intermodal / Containers
§ Aviation

§ Direct ECT investment
activities
§ Portfolio of assets (ships,
containers) in projects
related to and companies
active in these assets

Americas
New York
Sao Paulo

EMEA
Amsterdam
Athens
Dubai
London
Oslo
Rotterdam

Asia
Hong Kong
Shanghai
Singapore
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ECT in practice…
Delta Airlines will pay USD 150m for a Pennsylvanian oil refinery. The acquisition from ConocoPhillips
will help it cut fuel costs by USD 300m, the airline said (Associated Pres via WaPo). While analysts have
puzzled over Delta’s entry into the tough East Coast refining business, a closure of the refinery would
have pushed its import costs even higher (Reuters).
FT – 30/04/2012

Trader Gunvor buys Petroplus' Antwerp refinery
LONDON, March 2 (Reuters) - Swiss-based trader Gunvor, co-owned by a Russian tycoon, said on
Friday it was acquiring insolvent Petroplus' refinery in Antwerp in Belgium, in a move to expand its
infrastructure footprint in Europe's largest oil trading hub.
Reuters 02-03-2012

Vitol buys into Cockett and orders four MR product tankers
Lloyd’s List 28/03/2012

Triton pounces on Nordic arm
Private equity firm Triton has made a USD 30m swoop for Nordic Tankers’ chemical tanker activities.
The deal will see Nordic’s nine owned...of Nordic Tankers, will head up the enlarged company, which will
boast a fleet of around 120 vessels. Bjorn Nilsson, partner at Triton Advisers, said in a statement: “Triton
III’s acquisition of herning shipping represented the first step in our consolidation strategy within the
chemical tanker industry.
Tradewinds 27/03/2012
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ECT – Transportation Overview
Transportation Sub Sectors

World-wide business

Container box Aviation
Finance
3%
11%
Shipping
offshore
8%

Shipping
78%

Portfolio

General Overview Transportation
Other
Car/RoRo 6%
6%

PSV & AHTS
6%
GAS
9%
OBO
0%

1) Other includes Cruise, Ferries, MPP/
General Cargo and Reefer vessels

5 Offices:
Rotterdam (HQ)
Oslo
Athens
Singapore
New York (Intermodal)

Product
7%
Chemical
6%

1)

Container
18%

Container boxes
11%

Crude
10%

Dry Bulk
21%

§ Strategic growth area for ABN AMRO
§ International portfolio and coverage (5 offices). Further
international expansion envisaged in the future
§ Current portfolio in excess of USD 7.5bn
§ 42 dedicated professionals
§ Innovative structures
§ Relationship-driven strategy, based on developing long term
profitable relationships with quality names
§ Intermodal responsible for the world-wide coverage of the
container box industry. Clients consist of the top 10 leasing
companies and to lesser extent major container lines.
§ Active in ship finance since 1900
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Maas Capital Investments - Introduction
Key characteristics Maas Capital Investments (“MCI”)
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Part of Energy, Commodities, Transportation & Principal Finance.
Investments are clustered in Maas Capital Investments (“MCI”).
MCI is a Dutch limited liability company, wholly owned by ABN
AMRO Bank.
MCI is the equity investment vehicle dedicated to maritime & oil
services industries of the Principal Finance Group.
Active since late 1990s.
Target assets: main stream shipping assets with high liquidity.
Commercial team of 3 people
Current portfolio of approx. USD 340 million equity invested,
representing interests in 45+ vessels.

Investment profiles
§
§
§
§

Joint Ventures / Co-Investments.
Bridge facilities (pre-IPO).
Mezzanine Facilities (with equity features).
Financial sale & lease back structures

Other Characteristics
§ Analysis and values based on conventional industry economics
rather than multiples.
§ Diversified portfolio across sectors and investment profiles.
§ Relationship driven (in co-ordination with Transportation lending
teams).
§ Structuring in close cooperation with Tax- and Legal departments to
ensure optimal use of capital
§ Efficient decision making & execution process (bilateral process
MCI – Sponsor).

Main principles
Principal Finance Shipping acts as strategic- and financial investor
with a long term industry view and commitment, focused on valuecreating opportunities throughout the market cycles in selected
shipping sectors and with selected clients. Although investment
decision parameters may vary across shipping sectors, PF Shipping
will apply the following general investment criteria:
§ PF Shipping will invest in modern- and liquid assets only (dry bulk,
tankers and container vessels predominantly).
§ The aim is to build a diversified (both across- and within sectors) yet
focused portfolio of investments.
§ Investments will only be pursued with trusted and reputable
partners / counterparts which have been identified as key / strategic
clients of ECT.
§ PF Shipping will act as a financial investor only and will not interfere
with direct operations.
§ Short- and long term alignment of interest between all parties
involved is a prerequisite.
§ Minimum investment amount of USD 7.5 million per transaction - for
efficiency purposes.
§ Maximum investment amount of USD 40.0 million per transaction.
§ Sweet spot ranges from USD 15.0 million – USD 30.0 million.
§ No majority stakes: targeted share percentage ranges from 5% 50%.
§ Investment Horizon: 3 – 7 years, however no “forced” exits in low
market cycles.
§ Exit strategy: self-liquidating (put-options), refinancing, trade sale or
IPO.
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Investment Portfolio Maas Capital Investments
Portfolio of USD 340 million
in investments

Principal Finance Shipping commitments by sector

PF shipping commitments by investment type
SLB
9%

Car Carriers
23%
Container
Vessels
6%

Other Tankers
19%

Dry Bulk
36%

Joint Venture
38%
Co-investment
53%

Crude
Tankers
16%

§ Portfolio is well-diversified, although light in exposure to container vessels
§ Investments concern a total of 45+ ships of which 33+ ships are covered by long term employment contracts, generating stable
cash flow (in excess of 70% covered; most recent investments have a more value-appreciation driven character)
§ Open vessels are mostly employed on shorter term contracts in anticipation of improving charter rate environment
§ Remaining average tenor of employment contracts exceeds 4 years
§ Sale & Lease back transactions concern 6 tankers on long term contracts with very limited residual exposure
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A new world of banking
Temporary Changes § Impact of recent macro economic developments on bank balance sheets
• The balance sheets of many banks have been impacted by recent financial turmoil
• In combination with the uncertain macro outlook this will impact availability of bank funding for the
shipping industry
§ EU crisis impact on funding cost
• The EU sovereign crisis has led to a precaution towards European banks
• This introduced Dollar funding issues for these banks
• The fact that the shipping market is a US dollar market that is dominated by European banks impacts
liquidity and pricing
Structural Changes

§ Regulatory Pressure on Banks – Basel III
• Basel III aims to raise quality of capital and introduce an overall maximum leverage ratio
• Likely to result in changes in availability and terms of bank lending
§ Regulatory Pressure on Insurers – Solvency II
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Temporary changes effecting cost of funding…

Top central banks take steps to
avoid European liquidity crunch

bps

400
350
300

The iTraxx index is the main index for
CDS spreads that consists of diversified
pool of credit risks. The figure shows the
5yr CDS spread index for Investment
Grade incorporations and for senior debt
of Financial Institutions

Bear Stearns rescue
Fannie May rescue

200

Downgrade
Greece to ‘B’
levels

Lehman collapse
First signs of
problems with
subprime mortgages

250

Rumour that Portugal and
potentially even Spain
may need EFSF-help

Recession

Dexia
bailout

Mounting
debt
problems
Italy +
Spain

150
100
50
0
Jan-05

Jul-05

Jan-06

Jul-06

Jan-07

Jul-07

Jan-08

Jul-08

Jan-09

Jul-09

Jan-10

Jul-10

Jan-11

Jul-11

Jan-12

§ Credit Default Swap spreads of European financial institutions
(yellow
line in the figure) iTraxx
generally
good indication of the risk the market associates with
iTraxx 5yr
IG Corporates
5yrprovide
SenioraFinancials
these institutions. Therefore, it is strongly related to the funding costs of European banks
§ The figure shows how the rates increase as the market faces more uncertainty. From 2004, when the iTraxx index was founded, until 2007 the spreads were
relatively stable below 50 bps, with risk on financial institutions generally perceived as lower than on large investment grade incorporations. As the graph shows,
however, from 2007 onward CDS spreads have become substantially more volatile and show an increasing trend up until date. Peaks in the spreads are
encountered during the 2008 financial crisis and currently due to the sovereign debt crisis
§ The strong increase in spreads recently witnessed is reflected in banks’ funding costs and, therefore, in pricing of bank debt
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…followed by structural change: Basel III
§ Raising the quality of regulatory capital
§ Improving various aspects of regulatory driven risk management practices, both quantitatively
and qualitatively
§ Introduction of an overall maximum leverage ratio
§ Measures to prevent pro-cyclical effects
§ Addressing systemic risk and interconnectedness
§ Introduction of a global liquidity standard
§ Enhancing Risk Coverage

A. Capital Adequacy Ratio
B. Leverage Ratio
C. Liquidity Coverage Ratio
D. Net Stable Funding Ratio

14
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Solvency requirements
A. Capital Adequacy Ratio
Min solvency requirements Base II vs Basel III
14%
12%

2.0%

10%

1.5%

8%

2.0%

6%

4.0%

2.5%

4.0%

4.5%

Basel II

Basel III

4%
2%
0%

Tier I

Capital conservation buffer

Anticyclical buffer

Additional Tier I

Tier II

B. Leverage Ratio - Overall leverage ratio which is defined as Tier I capital / Total Exposure

C. Liquidity Coverage Ratio - Banks must maintain an adequate level of unencumbered,
high quality assets to meet their liquidity needs for a 30-day time horizon under an acute
stress scenario

D. Net Stable Funding Ratio - This metric establishes a minimum acceptable amount of
stable funding based on the liquidity characteristics of an institution’s assets and activities
over a one year horizon. Meant to reduce mismatches in balance sheet composition.
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Example of implications of Basel III on a shipping loan
(Fictive numbers)
Facility

60,000,000

RWA

42%

tenor

5 years
RWA

x

RC

x

RoRC

BASEL II

A. Capital Adequacy Ratio

42%

x

8%

x

10%

=

0.54%

BASEL III

A. Capital Adequacy Ratio

42%

x

12.5%

x

10%

=

0.73%

B. Leverage Ratio

=

0.00%

C. Liquidity Coverage
Ratio

=

0.01%

D. Net Stable Funding Ratio

=

0.20%

Total

=

0.94%

=

0.40%

Impact

Conclusion;
§ Although Basel III is only gradually implemented the requirements to increase the core capital
of banks will put upward pressure on margins and will structurally increase the cost of
borrowing
§ In order to reduce the RWA banks will opt for more conservative structures
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Developments in Ship Finance
Shipping banks

§
§
§
§
§

European banks who traditionally dominated the industry, are most suffering from EU crisis
Shipping is USD industry, whilst access to USD for especially European banks reduced
Some bank are exiting the industry or putting their non-core portfolio up for sale
Non-performing loans increasing, restructurings & waivers
Focus on risks, new regulations, less on growth of portfolio

Financing appetite
low

§ Focus on core clients and leaving non-core clients
§ Ancillary business / Cross-sell more important
§ Strong credit profile: high quality, conservatively structured transactions

Lenders are cautious on capital consumption

18 18

The shipping industry benefited from a liquidity glut
post millennium
Advance rate
§ Debt
§ Equity

70

60

70

70

80

60

30

40

30

30

20

1979

1989

1997

2001

2007

2011

2nd Oil crisis

US financial crisis

Asia crisis

Dotcom crisis

Credit crisis

Sovereign
debt crisis

40
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Indicative Terms & Conditions
past

2012

§ Longest maturity in ship finance, 8-12 years

§ 5 – 7 years
§ Due to banks funding costs long tenors are
expensive

Repayment profile

§ 15-17 years

§ Up to 15 years
§ Often shorter in combination with a short
charter to bring residual asset risk down

Leverage

§ 80% – 90%

§ Up to 70%

§ Covenant light, high thresholds

§ Stricter covenants
§ Less flexibility in covenant waivers

Tenor

Covenants

Structure

§ Non-recourse possible, employment beneficial,
standard security package

§ Conservative leverage in case of no
employment
§ Non-recourse structures difficult to finance
§ Standard security package plus pledge of
shares in SPV’s
§ Step-in right in time charter contracts

Pricing

§ Libor 1%-3%

§ Will increase due to increased funding costs
[>3%]
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Lower syndicated loan volumes expected, tenors
shorter due to limited USD availability
Lending volumes down

Tenors shorter
Volume (USD bn)

15
10
5
0

100%

> 10 yrs
8 - 10 yrs
7 yrs
6 yrs
5 yrs
4 yrs
0 - 3 yrs

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
1Q11
2Q11
3Q11
4Q11
1Q12

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

1Q02
3Q02
1Q03
3Q03
1Q04
3Q04
1Q05
3Q05
1Q06
3Q06
1Q07
3Q07
1Q08
3Q08
1Q09
3Q09
1Q10
3Q10
1Q11
3Q11
1Q12

Volume (USD bn)
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Number of transactions

No. of deals

21 21

ABN AMRO is a leading bank in the Shipping market
ABN AMRO as Mandated Lead Arranger
§ In the Shipping Mandated Lead Arranger (“MLA”) league
table for Q1 2012 ABN AMRO is at the 3rd position in terms
of volume
§ With 22 transactions in 2011, ABN AMRO is a clear leader in
the sector. ABN AMRO was involved in major transactions,
and our share in total deal volume equaled a total deal
volume of EUR 5,756 million. Among others FSL, Hapag
Lloyd, STX Pan Ocean, Ship Finance International,
Rickmers, SIEM Offshore, GasLog, Boxships Inc, and
Naviera Teekay

MLA table syndicated Shipping & Transportation loans
Ranking by Mandated Lead Arranger
Pos.
Mandated Lead Arranger
1 DNB Bank ASA
2 Nordea Markets
3 ABN AMRO Bank
4 SEB
5 ING
6 Credit Agricole CIB
7 HSH Nordbank
8 Deutsche Bank
9 Citi
10 Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group
Subtotal
Total

Deal Value ($) (m) No. %share
13,719.77 52
65.51
9,028.76 29
43.11
5,538.93 18
26.45
6,184.81 16
29.53
4,747.36 16
22.67
4,745.36 13
22.66
4,937.90 11
23.58
3,894.47
9
18.59
3,043.82
9
14.53
1,227.62
8
5.86
18,550.37 85
88.57
20,943.73 107 100.00

Data source: Dealogic
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Global shipping banks play an important role
supported by local liquidity
Local funding to tap additional liquidity

Scandinavia
Europe

Asia
Americas
Greece

Source: ABN AMRO Loan Syndications
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Bank’s considerations for financing

Conclusion

§ Banks reconsider their strategy towards long term USD dollar lending
§ Emphasis on existing relationships, with possibilities to expand the relationship with other activities
besides debt finance
§ More conservative financing structures (shorter tenor, conservative leverage, higher margin)
§ Clear insight in financial (cash flow) information is increasingly important
§ Club deals favoured over underwritings
§ Structural change in availability of debt finance require a different financing mix and higher equity
Involvement

Considerations for
Italian shipowners

§ Diversify bank relationship outside existing (Italian) bank relationship
§ Concentrate on ship finance banks dedicated to the Marine industry instead of pure foucs on most
competitive margin

24 24
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The public listing option
Equity issuance in the ‘transportation by ship’ sector
115

Amount (USD bn)
# deals

108

16
9
1
2000

3

26
14

9

5

16

9
5

13

14
12

2

15
2

1
2002

Equity issuance
Shipping

2004

2006

33
28
22

14

60
46

45

Amount (USD bn)
# deals
62

74
63

IPOs in the ‘transportation by ship’ sector

2008

2010

2012

0
3
2000

8

5

4

0

0
2002

2

6

17
11
3
1

0
2004

2006

2008

6
8

8
14
0.5
2

3
2010

2012

§ Global equity capital markets issuance in shipping peaked in 2007 and has fallen back since, before
steadily returning the past years
§ Expected 2012 shipping equity issuance mainly rights-issues related to (semi-)distressed situations, to
repair bank covenants and create necessary liquidity
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Debt Capital Markets
What is Debt Capital § Debt Capital Markets refers to the bond markets. The bond market provides companies with an alternative
Markets?
to traditional bank loans or syndicated loans in order to diversify funding sources. There are various types
of bonds that can be issued.
What are the
advantages of
bonds versus bank
loans?

§ Diversify funding to reduce reliance on banks
§ Obtain maturities > 5 years (typically loan market <5 years)
§ The debt capital markets are large and deep offering increased amounts than sometimes available by
banks
§ Increase visibility with investors in the capital markets
§ Attractiveness of funding costs versus alternatives depends on market circumstances

What criteria need
to be considered
when determining
what type of bond to
issue and which
market is most
appropriate?

§
§
§
§
§

Public versus private
Investment grade (>BBB-) versus high-yield (<BBB-)
Secured versus unsecured
US market versus European market
USD versus EUR currency

27

Conclusion
§ The challenging Shipping Markets is faced with an equally changing financing environment
§ Such times require thorough reassessment of existing relationships, which parties will ride the
shipping and financing storm?
§ Have an open dialogue on various financing structures (equity, debt, bonds, etc)

ABN AMRO transportation very much willing to have that dialogue!

28

Q&A
29
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Intermodal
Core Competences

Product Range

Intermodal Finance
§ Intermodal is responsible for the world-wide coverage of the
container industry and other related business such as chassis and
railcars
§ Strategy is relationship-driven, based on developing broad longterm profitable relationships with quality top-tier names
§ Container Equipment Focus: 20ft, 40ft, 40ft HC dry cargo,
refrigerated containers, tank containers and special equipment
(flatrack, open top and 45ft equipment)

Debt structures
§ Arranging, structuring and syndicating bank loans, bilateral and club
deals;
§ Junior debt / mezzanine;
§ Finance leases, operating leases, synthetic leases and tax leases
for container equipment;
§ Warehouse facilities for asset backed securitizations;
§ Structuring partnerships (KG, Ltd.).

Strategy and Customers
§ Container leasing companies with bilateral & syndicated finance
transactions and facilities structured for ABS.
§ Quality shipping lines with bilateral & syndicated finance
transactions to build long-term relationships

Intermodal Locations

Rotterdam
New York

Key lending criteria
Asset Focus
§ Maritime Container Boxes (dry freight, reefers, tanks, special
equipment) and Railcars;
§ New & old equipment with a weighted average age of max 7-8 yrs;
§ Advance rates up to 80% of NBV / purchase price;
§ Financing can be structured towards SPV’s or direct to the balance
sheet;
§ Repayment profiles between 5-10 years;
§ Security: i) first perfected security on assets, ii) first loss payee on
insurance and iii) if applicable, pledge of shares of SPV;
§ With or without guarantee of owner (depending on structure);
§ Financial covenants regarding solvency & debt service coverage.
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CFCM is a leading player in the field of M&A and
Equity Capital Markets
Corporate Finance Capital
Markets has in-depth sector
knowledge and integrated
approach with client coverage
teams. CFCM cooperates closely
with equity sales, trading,
research, securities lending in
capital markets transactions

CFCM is active in all aspects relating to mergers and
acquisitions
§ Assist in the search for and identification of target/acquirer
companies
§ Advises the sell-side, structuring extensive controlled
auctions and direct sales
§ Advice on structuring and financing of mergers and
acquisitions (buy-side)
§ Other financial advisory services such as a fairness
opinion, independent valuation, balance sheet
restructurings, etc.
CFCM was involved in most recent Dutch Public Offers
§ Experience in advising targets, bidders and (selling)
shareholders
§ Experience with friendly offers and hostile offers in a
competitive environment
§ Involved in transactions with a large premium and offers
with a discount on the current share price
Even in current challenging markets, CFCM executed
many Capital Markets transactions
§ Lead managing initial public offerings / Lead managing
primary and secondary equity issues
§ Bond issues
§ Executing block trades
§ Executing equity private placements
§ Structuring and executing share buybacks

2011

2011

2009

Public Offer

has sold

Independent Valuation

by Gilde Buy Out Partners

Prime Fund Solutions

of Essent Milieu

EUR 151 million

to Credit Suisse

Adviser to the Company

Adviser to the Seller

Financial Adviser

2011

2010

2009

Public Offer

Public Offer

Public Offer

by Gilde Buy Out Partners

Océ N.V.

by SHV Holdings N.V.

& Parcom Capital

EUR 730 million

EUR 528 million

Adviser to the Supervisory Board

Local Adviser to the Buyer

Adviser to the Company

2011

2010

2009

Accelerated Bookbuild

Accelerated Bookbuild

Accelerated Bookbuild

Offering

Offering

Offering

EUR 903 million

EUR 185 million

EUR 181 million

Co-Lead Manager

Joint Bookrunner

Joint Bookrunner

EUR 218 million
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Cash & Liquidity Management
ABN AMRO is leading bank in
(international) cash management.
We support a broad product and
services portfolio. From the
basics of smooth processing of
your daily payment flows until the
design and implementation of
your tailor made and/or
international liquidity
management framework. Our
solutions allow you to structure
your cash flows, to minimise your
costs, to optimise your interest
and to make optimum use of your
working capital.

Experience the
difference

§
§
§
§

Centralized Client teams for Large Corporates & Merchant Banking in Amsterdam and Rotterdam
Professional, very experienced international Sales Team
Dedicated Client Service Teams, no call centre
Implementations: practical, dedicated and on time

Located at your
proximity

§ Extensive network of branches in the Netherlands
§ ABN AMRO’s own international network
§ Exclusive Partner Bank Arrangement (covering > 30 countries)

Managing your
liquidities

§ Complete portfolio of Payments & Collections (domestic, international, SEPA)
§ All Cash Pooling options
• Target Balancing (incl. 3rd Bank), (Cross Currency) Notional Pooling
• Domestic, cross border
§ Setting the example in connectivity
• Access Online, Access Direct, Money Manager
• MA CUG, SCORE

Adding value to
your cash
management and
beyond

§ Tailor made (international) liquidity management frameworks
• Trusted Settlement Frameworks
• International Cash Management Structures
§ E-invoicing solutions
§ Card solutions (Prepaid Card & Multi Corporate Card)
§ E-commerce Payment Services

33

ECT Corporate Treasury capabilities
Capabilities
ECT Corporate Treasury offers the full range of FX and
Interest Rate Derivative solutions
§ We want to be your trusted advisor and provide you with
solutions for all treasury related issues
§ To fulfil your specific company requirements, tailor-made
solutions can be structured
§ We can provide you with the latest information, trends and
research in the financial markets
Interest Rates Management: an extensive toolkit is available
to hedge interest rate risks
§ Interest Rate Swaps: ranging from Plain-vanilla IRS,
Forward starting IRS, Libor-in-arrears swaps, to Cross
Currency Swaps
§ Interest Rate Options: Caps, Floors, Collars, Swaptions
(European and Bermudan style, physical delivery or cash
settled) and barrier options
§ Structured products
§ Forward Rate Agreements, OIS (Overnight Index Swap)

Foreign Exchange (FX) Management: a dedicated sales
team and E-trading tools are in place to hedge currency
risk
§ FX Spot: strong position in quoting G11- currencies, as well
as service in other currencies
§ FX Forward: available for major currencies and emerging
market currencies, the latest in both the deliverable and
non-deliverable forward market
§ FX Options: several option types and option strategies, e.g.
Cylinder, Window Forward extra and Call spread
Liquidity Management
§ Deposits, Repos, Fixed Income, Structured Deposits and
Short Term Loans
E-trading tools:
§ Dealstation: the ABN AMRO online treasury tool
§ ABN AMRO is present on the leading multi-bank trading
platforms: FXall, CurreneX and 360T
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ECT Private Office (ECT PO)
§ Both ABN AMRO’s ECT and Private Wealth Management are key players in their niche;
§ In order to combine the expertise of both niches, ABN AMRO has initiated ECT Private Office
(ECT PO), with dedicated teams in Amsterdam, Dubai, Hamburg, Luxembourg, Paris, Munich
and Singapore.
§ Where ECT has a corporate relationship-driven business model, Private Wealth Management
relates to the private wealth base of ECT’s clients.
§ ECT clients can make use of the Private Wealth Management network and infrastructure and
vice-versa;
Large Corporates &
Merchant Banking
(LC&MB)

Private Banking

Clients with turnover
> EUR 500m

Energy, Commodities
& Transportation (ECT)

ECT Private Office
Amsterdam
Pieter Prins
Bernt Kok
Olivier Lindeman

Private Wealth
Management
Client with
> EUR 25m assets

Private Banking
Clients with
EUR 1 – 25m assets
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Private Wealth Management
§ For individuals and families with > EUR 25m Combined Assets & Liabilities (CAL);
§ For individuals and families with > EUR 100m Total Assets;
§ For individuals and families with the need for personal, discrete and tailored private banking services;
§ Your wealth manager is your central contact point, who also provides access to a dedicated team of specialists;
§ Access to ABN AMRO’s international network, (institutional) products and external asset managers;
Private Wealth Management
§ Services approx. 600 families worldwide;
§ EUR 42bn assets under management;
§ 13 offices in 9 countries in Europe, Middle East and Asia.

Hamburg
Amsterdam
Cologne
Antwerp & Brussels
Frankfurt
Jersey Luxembourg
Munich
Paris
New York
Dubai

Hong Kong

Singapore

São Paolo
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Debt Solutions a product unit with specialised expertise
Debt Solutions is responsible for
arranging and structuring complex
debt products, debt capital
markets issues and capital &
liquidity advisory for Financial
Institutions, Large Corporates and
ECT clients. Debt Solutions is
fully operational in 6 key product
areas.

Acquisition &
Leveraged Finance

§ Acquisition & Leveraged Finance is responsible for the origination, structuring and execution of structured
financing transactions where there is private equity involvement or in situations where there is a strategic
event with a structured finance approach (LBO’s, MBO’s, recaps, restructurings, corporate-to-corporate
acquisitions or public-to-private)

Capital Structuring
& Advisory

§ Capital Structuring & Advisory works with clients to determine the appropriate capital structure and
financing strategy for a business, either as an independent project, such as a financial restructuring and /
or as part of a major corporate transaction such as an acquisition or divestiture

Debt Capital
Markets

§ Debt Capital Markets combines Debt Capital Markets (DCM) and Asset Securitisation and offers clients
both public and private sources of alternative funding next to bank funding. The securitisation team initially
focuses on Dutch financial institutions and Dutch clients in the real estate sector while the focus of DCM is
on the broader client base of ABN AMRO inclusive of ABN AMRO as an issuer

Global Export &
Project Finance

§ Global Export & Project Finance works together with clients to structure optimal long term financing
solutions for capital investments, using non recourse project finance structures and export finance
structures

Loan Syndications

§ Loan Syndications focus is on leading transactions where more than one bank is involved. The focus of
the department is on Dutch corporates and the Energy, Commodities and Transportation clients around
the globe. Our deals involve amongst others refinancing, acquisition and asset based transactions

Structured Finance

§ Structured Finance deals with complex transactions with a specific accounting, regulatory or tax angle.
Structured Finance makes its multidisciplinary skills available to clients of Large Corporates & Merchant
Banking with focus on Financial Institutions and ECT
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Global Export & Project Finance - Our Value
Proposition
GEPF Platform

§ Team of 12 professionals in Amsterdam and Singapore
§ Combined Export Finance and Project Finance Capabilities in one team
§ Seasoned team combining lending, advisory and ECA industry experience

Focus

§ Providing optimal long term financing solutions for capital investments, using non-recourse project finance
structures and/or export finance structures in those markets where our Dutch clients and international
ECT clients are active

Capabilities

§
§
§
§
§
§

Debt Structuring and arranging
Lending (Lead Arranging, Club Deals and selected participations)
Technical roles (Documentation, Technical, Modelling & Insurance Bank)
Facility & Account Bank
ECA Agent
Derivatives

2011

2011

2011

2011

2010

USD 80 million

USD 120 million

USD 138 million

EUR 232 million

Vader Piet Windmill Park Aruba

USD 60 million
US Exim covered

US Exim covered

Sinosure Covered

Federal Prisons

EKF covered Project Finance

Export Credit facility

Export Credit facility

Export Credit facility

Project Finance facility

with Greenbank funding

Co-Arranger
Sole Swap Provider

Sole Underwriter,
Sole Swap Provider

Mandated Lead Arranger

Mandated Lead Arranger,
Swap Provider

Sole Lender &
Greenbank Agent

Multi-skilled, experienced, innovative team: Your Partner for Capital Investments
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China Exim Bank – CEXIM
Background
§
§
§
§
§

§
§

Main Products

Established in 1994 and headquartered in Beijing
Represented by 19 domestic and 3 overseas branches
Wholly owned by the government and enjoys sovereign rating
(S&P: AA-, Moody’s: Aa3, Fitch: A+)
Largest ECA by loan portfolio in the world with total assets of USD
150bn (31 December 2010)
Main mandate/mission:
• Facilitate the export and import of Chinese mechanical and
electronic products
• Complete sets of equipment and new-and high-tech products
• Assist Chinese companies with comparative advantages in their
offshore contract projects and outbound investment
• Promote Sino-foreign relationship and international economic
and trade cooperation
Ship Finance Solutions: Export buyer’s / seller’s credit and
guarantees
Fund raising: Domestic & International capital markets and money
markets

Ship Finance Portfolio – Vessel Type (in %)

§
§

§

Commonly used product is CEXIM’s direct loan (self funded)
generally in a club or syndication with commercial banks.
Main products:
• Export credit & import credit
• Loans to overseas construction contracts & investment projects
• Chinese Government Concessional Loan
• International guarantee
• On-lending loans from foreign governments and international
financial institutions
• International and domestic settlement and corporate deposits
under the loan facilities provided by CEXIM
• International inter-bank loans, organizing or participating in
international and domestic syndication loans
• Renminbi inter-bank borrowing/lending and bond repurchases
Although CEXIM has a mandate to provide more flexible conditions
compared to commercial banks, in practice, it will follow the
commercial bank conditions. It is able though to provide funding in
large amounts. CEXIM co-operates with SINOSURE mainly in
cases where in the transaction political risks are involved.

Ship Finance Portfolio – Geography (in %)
North Africa
America 1%
5%

Others; 4%
Offshore; 6%
Chemical
Tanker; 39%

Tanker; 14%

Europe
21%

Asia
37%

Bulker; 16%
Container
Vessel; 21%

Nordic
36%
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K-sure in brief
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Volumes
§ 2010 – Medium & long term business of about USD 4bn, of which 2
bn is in shipping
§ 2011 – expect strong increase to about USD 4bn for shipping alone

6.8

7

20
08

§
§

8

20
07

§
§
§
§

100% state-owned: operating under the export insurance act
Annual underwriting volume approved yearly by national assembly
(2010: USD 165bn, i.e. 34% of Korean exports)
Capital: USD 1.5bn
Fiscal back-up: government guarantees financial losses
Under authority of the Ministry of Knowledge Economy
K-sure supports ~ 32% of national exports (short and medium tern
underwritng)
Top five ECAs, and ECA of the year award by trade finance
Member of Berne Union and OECD consensus

20
06

§
§

K-sure shipping volumes in USD bn

20
05

Korea Export Credit Agency

K-sure will follow the arrangement on officially supported export credits
(OECD)
§ Max 80% contract but normally max 70% of loan-to-value
§ Repayment terms: 12 years (shipping, rigs etc), normally 10 years
maximum
§ Semi-annual installments
§ Minimum premium benchmark does not apply for ship financing
§ Max 95% cover
§ Pre-and-post delivery financing, but often post-only preferred
§ Floating and fixed interest rate cover
§ Currency cover: USD, EUR, Yen
§ Securities: in line with international standards e.g. mortgage on
vessel, charter agreements, financial standing of borrower or
guarantor, assignment of shipbuilding contract etc.
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Chinese Export & Credit Insurance Corporation –
SINOSURE
Background
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Established in 2001 and headquartered in Beijing
China’s only policy-oriented insurance company specializing in
export credit insurance
100% State owned and enjoys sovereign rating (S&P: AA-,
Moody’s: Aa3, Fitch: A+)
Capital provided by the Export Credit Insurance Risk Fund and
guaranteed by State Council guarantees (fiscal back-up)
Under authority of the Ministry of Finance (“MoF”), overseas (risk)
management
Approval required from MoF for transactions above USD 30m
SINOSURE supports approx. 19% of national exports (short and
medium term underwriting)
Member of Berne Union; not member of OECD consensus but
following guidelines’
Main mandate/mission
• To promote Chinese exports and investments, especially
exports of high-tech or high value-added capital goods by
offering export credit insurance against non-payment risks, and
providing services in services in financing, information and
receivables management

SINOSURE COVER specification
§
§
§
§

For large-size transactions, SINOSURE’s support is generally a
key component in the financing package
SINOSURE relies heavily on the experience and knowledge of
international commercial banks when it comes to offshore business
Typically for offshore assets and vessels, the SINOSURE overseas
lease policy is preferred because of the faster process time and
flexibility provided
SINOSURE provides insurance cover for loans (up to 95% of loan
amount)

Main Products
§
§

§

Commonly used products are the Buyer’s credit policy and the
overseas lease policy
Main products:
• Short term export credit insurance
• Domestic trade credit insurance
• Medium and Long term export credit insurance
− Buyer’s export credit finance insurance
− Project finance insurance
− Supplier’s export credit finance insurance
− Leasing finance insurance
− Outbound investment insurance
− Inbound investment insurance
• Investment insurance
• Bonds and guarantees
SINOSURE provides ship
financing insurance mainly
through its buyer’s export
credit finance insurance,
supplier’s export credit
finance insurance and
leasing finance insurance
programs

Sinosure Insured amount in USD bn
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Sinosure covered facility vs. stand-alone senior debt
facility
Sinosure-Covered Loan

Stand-alone senior debt financing

Description

§ ECA covered export credit facility for up to
70% of the Contract Price, insured by the
Chinese ECA, Sinosure, against 95% of the
political and commercial risks

§ Commercial bank facility for up to 70% of the
Contact Price, based on an 5-year postdelivery tenor with a balloon

Pro’s

§ Longer tenors possible (> 5 years postdelivery instead of 5 years)
§ In general this type of transaction does not
block internal bank limits
§ Relationship with Sinosure already exists
resulting in a quick process time

Con’s

§ Generally Sinosure premium will not be
restituted in case of early prepayment
§ Longer profile is more expensive

§ Flexibility (e.g. restructuring / repricing /
refinancing)
§ Shorter process time
§ Greater possibility to accommodate special
client financing needs / less ‘boiler plate’
§ Quick and simple financing option

§ Shorter tenor
§ Refinancing risk is higher
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Current themes related to Asian ECA covered asset
based finance
§ In the Shipping/offshore finance market, a development is seen towards an increase in ECA-covered transactions as a result of
increasing support by the Chinese and Korean governments to the local ship builders (and Chinese efforts to become number 1 in
shipbuilding). This increasing competition has the side effect of increased flexibility of these ECAs and an improved knowledge of
the sector (i.e. Sinosure has established a dedicated shipping team copying the K-sure organization). In addition, policy banks such
as Korea Exim have a strong mandate to provide direct lending for exporting shipping and offshore sector. It is expected that China
will also be increasingly competitive in the offshore sector as well
§ K-sure: for large-size transactions, K-sure’s support is generally a key component in the financing package. Both K-sure and Kexim
rely heavily on the experience and knowledge of international commercial banks. Typically, K-sure, like other ECAs, would expect
to see a mandated bank (or club of banks) present the overall transaction structure, show in-depth knowledge of the sector, assist
in assessing the risks involved in a specific sector, and to show commitment by taking residual risks. There is a large base of
international banks taking up K-sure covered transactions. Local banks, with the exception of KDB, are often limited (to refund
guarantees) because of limited funding capability in foreign currency
§ Kexim: As a development bank, Kexim act differently from K-sure. Kexim’s main product is to provide a direct loan (self funded)
generally in a club or syndication with commercial banks. Although Kexim has a mandate to provide more flexible conditions
compared to commercial banks, in practice, it will follow the commercial bank conditions. It is able though to provide funding in
large amounts. Kexim can also provide next to the direct loan a guarantee to commercial banks for the commercial tranche. This
instrument is however not commonly used in asset financing
§ China: the Chinese ECA’s, Sinosure, underwriting team is much based on the Korean organisation and uses similar conditions.
The shipping sector is very much supported by the Chinese government, especially if the exporters are state owned companies.
Although many other sectors (e.g.power) benefit from as much priority. As policy banks China Exim and China Development Bank
can provide additional support in the financing (normally on an uncovered basis). Negative point is the long process time of
Sinosure in case of it is required to obtain MOF approvals
§ The ABN AMRO Singapore office is responsible for the Asian activities in shipping and offshore. The teams have a long standing
relationship with Korean shipbuilders, local banks, K-sure and Kexim, and government institutions such as the Financial Service
Commission
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STX Pan Ocean taylor made finance solution with ECA
2011

Sinosure Covered
Term Loan
USD 138 million

Mandated Lead Arranger

STX Pan Ocean is a leading shipping company headquartered in South Korea and operating in the
bulk carrier, container shipping and special shipping segments. The company mainly transports dry
bulk and has a leading position in this sector. The two transaction involve the purchase by STX of 6
cape size bulk carriers. The first transaction was signed in December 2010 in a club deal, lead by
Bank of China, benefitting from credit insurance provided by the Chinese Export Credit Agency,
Sinosure. For the second transaction quick closing was important. A totally new structure was
engineered, combining a Korean bareboat charter with a Sinosure lease insurance policy and in
addition providing separately a pre-delivery facility.
The transactions were closed in December 2010 and May 2011 respectively.

2010

Transaction Highlights:
Sinosure covered
Term loan
USD 111 million

Mandated Lead Arranger

§ Thanks to the successful cooperation and executing of the first deal, ABN AMRO was mandated
to take a leading role in a second deal on the basis of an innovative solution which suited the
clients needs.
§ ABN AMRO is taking the complete USD 90 million pre delivery loan and shares the postdelivery facility with the co-MLA
§ This transaction benefitted from a tailor made Sinosure lease insurance policy which was the
first in its kind
§ In this transaction ABN AMRO confirmed its leading position in its role as facility agent and
security agent in complicated vessel financing structures
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Selection of Awards won recently
Q1 2012

December 2011

November 2011

October 2011

No.1 Metal Bulletin Apex

Syndicated Refinance

Equity Follow-on

Acquisition of Maersk

Awards

Facility

USD 184 million

LNG’s carriers for

USD 480 million

USD 1.3 billion

Aluminium Category

Bookrunner / MLA

Senior Co-Manager

Buy-side Advisory

Apex Awards of Q1 2012 by
Metal Bulletin

Bank Debt Deal of the Year
by Marine Money Awards
2011

Deal Maker of the Year
Award by Marine Money
2011

Deal Maker of the Year
Award by Marine Money
2011

September 2011

July 2011

July 2011

July 2011

Syndicated Revolving

Pre-Export Financing

Syndicated Pre Export

Revolving Credit Facility

Pre-Export Financing

USD 525 million

Finance Credit Facility

USD 3.2 billion

USD 500 million

USD 420 million
MLA

MLA / Facility Agent

Bookrunner / MLA

Bookrunner / MLA

Deal of the Year 2011 Award
by Euro Week

Deal of the Year 2011 Award
by Euro Week

Deal of the Year 2011
by Global Trade Review
Deal of the Year 2011 by
Euro Week

Syndicated Deal of the Year
by the APLMA Loan Awards
2011
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